INTRODUCTION
From the molecular to the biogeographic levels of organization, stressful environmental conditions underlie much evolutionary change. An understanding of evolutionary rates therefore depends upon a fusion of ecology and genetics especially under stressful conditions (59) . Following Hoffmann & Parsons (30) , this article defines stress as an environmental factor-usually a physical one-that causes a potentially injurious change in a system. Defined in this way, stress has a major impact on many evolutionary and ecological processes since it will cause irreversible change irrespective of the density of organisms. At the limits of resistance, stress can impose high selection intensities with resultant rapid population shifts (4) . Even though fundamental changes in the natural order of systems are likely at these times, much of the literature of evolutionary biology focusses upon more benign situations (30) . However, extreme stress periods are unpredictable in occurrence and tend to be of short duration so that observations covering many generations are needed for their doumentation.
There are some situations where severe stress can be regarded as an "environmental probe"; analysis of such situations leads to generalizations difficult to perceive under more optimal conditions. For example, biological systems can be described in terms of energetic costs, from which suggestive associations between habitat, life history characteristics, and stress resistance 0066-4162/91/1120-0001$02.00 PARSONS have emerged (28) (29) (30) . Indeed, in many organisms phenotypic and genotypic variability tend to be high (38, 59) under severe environmental stress (provided that the stress is not so severe as to cause death). Because much relevant data derives from experiments not primarily concerned with stress and variability, it is not surprising that there are exceptions to this generalization. In many agricultural plants, heritability has been found to change with stress levels, but without consistent trends. To some extent this may reflect the complication of phenotypic plasticity which tends to be high in plant species and populations experiencing non-extreme environmental fluctuations (30) . Given the need for additional work, especially extrapolations to field conditions, there is now sufficient evidence to accept the association between stress and variability as a working hypothesis (in populations not previously subjected to natural selection for the stress in question). There are supportive data for the association on recombination, temperature-dependent catalytic properties of enzyme systems, and morphology assessed by fluctuating asymmetry (36, 60, 62) .
At the metabolic level, stressful conditions normally require the continuous expenditure of excess energy which ultimately becomes incompatible with survival. Rates of energy metabolism have been measured in numerous species including many living under demonstrably stressful conditions. For example, in species exposed to xeric desert conditions, a lower-than-expected specific metabolic rate has been observed in Peromyscus (44) and subterranean mole-rats (40) , and in invertebrates including the desert harvester ant, Pogonomyrex rugosus, and carabid and tenebrionid beetle species (39, 88) . More generally, low metabolic rate is a common feature of species living in environments with decreased food availability and increased high temperature or desiccation stress (30) . Those few studies addressing the association between stress resistance and metabolic rate at the intraspecific level such as in the mole-rat, Spalax ehrenbergi (50) and in beef cattle (22) give parallel conclusions. In particular, desiccation-resistant selection lines of Drosophila melanogaster have decreased metabolic rate, fecundity (a fitness measure), and behavioral activity compared with unselected control lines (28, 29) . Similarly, lines selected for tolerance to acrolein, which is an unsaturated aldehyde and an atmospheric pollutant, have reduced metabolic rate and spontaneous locomotor activity (74) .
In summary, an organism can increase its tolerance to a wide range of stresses by reducing its metabolic energy requirement, so that individuals genetically tolerant to stress should have a reduced metabolic rate. This is associated with reduced fitness measured under nonstressful conditions. Species boundaries typically have environmental stress levels exceeding those of more central areas and, from the above considerations, the likelihood of higher genotypic and phenotypic variability. However, stress causes a drain in metabolic energy resources rendering organisms susceptible to further stressful environmental perturbations which would reduce the possibility of adaptation to more extreme conditions. If genetic responses to a stress do occur, populations would lose their ability to respond further because a correlated response to selection is likely to be diminished available metabolic energy expressed as reduced fitness. Simplistically, therefore, species boundaries should be characterized by high levels of environmentally induced variability, but the concomitant metabolic costs may preclude range expansions into more stressful habitats. On this argument, rapid evolutionary change may not be the expectation for populations in ecologically marginal habitats. The interaction between the enhancement of variability by environmental stress and its metabolic cost is the major theme of this article.
STRESS: AN ORGANISMIC APPROACH
New reactions of organisms are unlikely to be totally adaptive (21) since each genotype is characterized by its specific "norm of reaction," which includes adaptive modifications in response to different environments (42, 71 ). Progressive evolution then consists of the continuous acquisition of new reaction norms, especially in response to substantial environmental perturbations; these include climatic stress which is demonstrably important in the determination of physiological races within species, and the location of species borders at both the individual species and ecosystem levels (11, 16, 30, 42, 51, 61, 71) .
Ecologists such as Andrewartha & Birch (1) emphasize quantitative traits (especially those related to physical features of the environment) important in determining the distribution and abundance of organisms, based upon the assumption that the organism is the unit of selection. Indeed, in D. melanogaster, such ecological phenotypes tend to vary clinally in a manner determined by a priori considerations of geographic variation in climate (78) . Periods of short-term high and low temperature stresses are the most effective in determining climatic races. This is leading to a slowly increasing emphasis upon genetic variation for resistance to extreme stresses in natural populations (55, 56, 59) .
Other ecologists, such as Lack (37) , emphasize interactions between organisms in the form of competition. Andrewartha & Birch (1) studied insect populations which often fluctuate in response to physical factors, while Lack (37) worked with birds where population sizes tend to be less variable. These divergent views appear partly to be a reflection of the groups of organisms being studied. This continuing debate has resulted in a dichotomy between an emphasis upon survival under climatic extremes vs traits associated with competitive ability (70) . Indeed, approaches to the evolutionary ecology of PARSONS Drosophila range from those in which environmental stress is almost ignored and the focus is upon competition (48) to those in which environmental stress predominates (55, 59) . However, at species boundaries, the extreme end of the stress gradient in terms of resistance is approached so that the persistence of an environmental stress will result in nonreversible damage and mortality irrespective of the density or frequency of organisms. This means that competitive interactions would tend to be unimportant. Even so, competition may interact with stress by influencing levels of stress resistance so that a narrowing of tolerance limits occurs (64) , but such effects would not be long term especially under the environmental perturbations expected at species boundaries (30).
STRESS: METABOLIC COST
Organisms unable to respond to an environmental stress enter a stressed state measurable at the biochemical, morphological, physiological, or behavioral levels. Some methods of assessment are limited because of low sensitivity, a need for long exposures, inconsistencies, and difficulties in extrapolating across species (34) . However, a general early warning signal of the stressed state is likely to be an increase in respiration, since repairing damage caused by stress may require increased energy expenditure. This means that the energy available for growth and reproduction will be reduced compared with maintenance requirements (52, 53) . Stressful conditions including salinity, heavy metals, oxygen deprivation, extremes of heat and cold, and desiccation all pose costs for the maintenance of normal protoplasmic homeostasis and the normal functioning of membranes and enzymes.
Monitoring changes in the concentrations of energy carriers provides a widely applicable biochemical approach for stress assessment (34) . One measure is the adenylate energy charge (AEC) = ATP + 1/2 ADP/ATP + ADP + AMP, where ATP, ADP, and AMP are measured amounts of adenosine triphosphate, diphosphate, and monophosphate, respectively. The AEC is a measure of the amount of metabolically available energy stored in the adenine nucleotide pool and can be used to express the deviation of an organism from a steady metabolic state. Under stress, the AEC is reduced due to a drain of metabolic energy resources, and as a consequence the vulnerability of the organism to further environmental stresses is increased. Quantitatively, AEC is 0.8-0.9 in optimal and nonstressed organisms, 0.5-0.7 when conditions are limiting or nonoptimal (but upon return to normal conditions the characteristics of this state are resumed), and 0.5 when conditions are severely stressful and a return to normal conditions is associated with some unrestored fitness losses.
The AEC approach indicates that an organism may increase its resistance to stress by a reduction in metabolic rate and predicts that (a) organisms genetically resistant to environmental stress should have a lowered metabolic rate, and (b) resistance to different stresses should be positively correlated because genes that decrease metabolic rate are likely to increase resistance to a number of stresses. Evidence for prediction (a) has already been cited. In desiccation resistance selection experiments in D. melanogaster (28, 29) , resistances to a number of generalized environmental stresses were genetically associated; these included starvation, toxic levels of ethanol and acetic acid, irradiation with extremely high doses of Co6O-y rays, and high temperatures in accord with prediction (b) ( Table 1) . Genotypes with low rates of metabolism may then be favored under a wide range of stresses. Exceptions would include biochemical changes largely specific for a particular kind of stress; for example, increased resistance to insecticides may involve mechanisms specific to a particular class of insecticides (54), and heavy metal resistance in grasses is usually specific to a particular metal (79) . The correlated responses in Table 1 suggest that a substantial portion of the genetic variation in resistance to different environmental stresses has a common basis. This is confirmed by correlations between the desiccation, ethanol, and starvation resistances of isofemale lines set up from the F2s of a cross between one of the selected and one of the control lines (29) , as well as correlations between 26 isofemale strains set up from a natural population (Table 2 ). In lines of D. melanogaster selected for postponed senescence, which showed increased resistance to starvation, desiccation, and ethanol (73), an association between stress resistance and lipid content was found, but this did not occur in the lines in Table 1 . However, this does not preclude qualitative rather than quantitative changes, especially as molecular studies in plants and animals have identified specific components of membrane lipids that may contribute to stress resistance (24) . Investigations of this nature need to be carried out on populations under stress at species boundaries.
A mammalian example providing a model as the limits of the distribution of a species is approached comes from cattle selected for growth rate under moderate to highly stressful tropical conditions when growth is normally suppressed because of ecto-and endoparasites, high temperatures, poor nutrition, and eye diseases (22). The selected line was more heat tolerant, had lower maintenance requirements and greater resistance to infection compared with the controls. As a consequence, this line had a higher growth rate in the presence of these stresses, which was achieved through increases in resistance to environmental stresses associated with a fall in metabolic rate. In other words, while increased resistance to stress appears readily achievable under natural and artificial conditions, at the ultimate limit, the fall in metabolic rate is restrictive in determining the habitat range of a species. Similarly, the oxygen consumption of the desert harvester ant, Pogonomyrex rugosus, of the Two experiments were carried out on starvation Significance levels: bp < 0.05, cp < 0.01, dp < 0.001
Mojave Desert is only 39% of that predicted from the allometric relationship of standard body weight and mass (39) .
Based upon the premise that external environmental factors such as temperature are primary in shaping biogeographic ranges, a continent-wide analysis of avian (passerine) distributions showed that the winter distribution and abundance patterns of several avian species are directly related to their physiological demands (67) . An association of temperature extremes and physiological mechanisms was found at species borders, whereby birds are limited to regions where they do not raise their metabolic rates beyond about 2.5 times the basal level in order to remain warm. This means that on a broad scale, the winter ranges of a large number of passerines are limited by the energy expenditure needed to compensate for colder ambient temperatures. Similar arguments for metabolic limits to distribution have been presented in rodents (6) . More generally, metabolic rates and costs at species boundaries need detailed investigation, especially as the increased cost of maintenance under stress can be substantial; for example, in the crustacean, Cancer irroratus, maintenance costs were doubled when larvae were exposed to copper and cadmium (35) , and sea otters, Enhydra lutris, nearly doubled their metabolic rate following exposure to crude oil from a damaged tanker (17) . Looked at in another way, species have a characteristic sustained metabolic rate covering normal activities which falls between 1.5 and 7 times the resting metabolic rate; when these limits are consistently exceeded, the existence of the species is threatened (63).
MARGINAL POPULATIONS: GENOTYPES AND PHENOTYPES
The proposition that physiological constraints restrict range extensions into increasingly harsh environments leads to the various hypotheses and/or explanations in the literature for species boundaries (2, 30, 42 In general, information to distinguish between these alternatives is insufficient, although some data indicate that genetic variation at species boundaries may be limiting. One example concerns coastal Australian populations of D. melanogaster, where populations from Melbourne and Darwin have higher desiccation resistance than those from Brisbane and Townsville, as predicted from climatic considerations (56, 78) . Populations from the more stressful environments have reduced genetic variation, presumably because climatic selection is more intense in these localities. Such studies are needed on less cosmopolitan species than D. melanogaster to enable easier identification of climatically marginal populations. Genetic variability assessments are more frequently based upon variation at electrophoretic loci; however, natural selection primarily acts upon ecologically important traits at the phenotypic level. The diffuse debate on the causes of genetic variability levels in central vs. marginal populations (8, 58, 77) reflects a heavy dependence upon electrophoretic data. It seems more appropriate to commence at the phenotypic level before reducing the argument to the genetic level. It is, however, encouraging that analyses of electrophoretic data on a world-wide basis emphasize climatic selection involving extremes (49, 59) so indicating convergence between the alternative approaches.
Marginal population studies should therefore place more emphasis upon genetic variation in quantitative phenotypic traits important in determining the location of species boundaries. These include resistance to climatic stresses and the metabolic and general fitness costs associated with extremes. More generally, in understanding evolutionary rates, environmental stress resistance and metabolic rates are important primary phenotypic traits; studies commencing at the genetic level, especially those involving electrophoretic variants (26) , are likely to be incomplete.
METABOLIC RATE, STRESS, AND EVOLUTIONARY CHANGE Metabolic Rate
In Britain, the diversity of butterflies and nocturnal moths is highly correlated with sunshine and temperature during the growing season (83) . This correlation suggests that species numbers are strongly influenced by the amount of energy available during this season and supports the species-energy hypothesis of Wright (87) , whereby species diversity is causally regulated by solar thermal energy. While conclusions based upon multiple regressions must be regarded as provisional, the finding of parallel effects upon diversity in ectothermic butterflies and heavy bodied, endodermic, nocturnal moths appears convincing.
The measurement of energy intake and utilization by animals is a major area of study within ecological physiology. Energy availability has often been found to impose constraints on animals, so that low energy environments are restrictive. Indeed it can be argued (84) that high metabolic rates enable organisms to achieve a greater degree of specialization in a given direction along a pathway of adaptation than do low metabolic rates. This means that high metabolic rates may increase the scope for adaptation, the opportunity for selection, and ultimately speciation.
Some physiological processes and behaviors are so energetically expensive that they require nearly all of the energy intake of an animal. For example, the energetic cost of maintaining a temperature excess during sustained endothermy in insects is very substantial (47) . Energetically expensive behaviors include vocalization by frogs, associated with mating (66), and web-building in spiders (80) . Indeed, arguments have been presented for an association between metabolic rate and fitness based upon reproductive success in various organisms (20, 66) . The association does, however, break down at extremely high metabolic rates, as shown by various "shaker" mutants in D. melanogaster which have a high metabolic rate and reduced longevity (82) . For example, hyperkinetic, Hk1P, males tend to switch rapidly from one behavior to another, and they have reduced mating speed caused by the frequent loss of females during courtship (10) . Extremes of high and low metabolic rates are therefore associated with reduced fitness, as expected (21, 42) . In spite of this qualification, an association between metabolic rate and fitness is a working hypothesis in this article, while it also emphasizes the need for extensive investigations at the intraspecific level. The working hypothesis is supported, for example, by a generalization of calling energetics in frogs, whereby calling is primarily supported by aerobically generated ATPs (69) thus providing a link with the AEC approach for stress assessment.
PARSONS

Stress
As already discussed, extrinsic changes such as in climatic conditions also appear important for much evolutionary change. This implies a certain level of stress, as was recognized over 60 years ago (21): "Any environmental heterogeneity which requires special adaptations, which are either irreconcilable or difficult to reconcile, will exert upon the cohesive power of the species a certain stress."
In recent years, there have been extensive studies on speciation in the true fruitfly, Rhagoletis pomonella (12). About 150 years ago in North America, a sympatric shift occurred from its native host, hawthorn, to the introduced domestic apple. There is now differential host utilization by hawthorn and apple flies resulting in a system of positive assortative mating which helps to maintain genetic variation between the host races (19) . Ambient temperature may form one suggested environmental factor that differentially affects apple and hawthorn flies. Because R. pomonella is univoltine with a life expectancy of only 3-6 weeks in the field, flies must eclose as adults at times that closely match the fruit phenologies of their host plants. Since apples generally ripen and abscise 3-4 weeks ahead of hawthorns the temporal windows for infesting the fruits differ. In the utilization of apple fruits from hawthoms, a period of substantial climatic stress for selection for development under a new temperature regime is therefore implied.
In the cactophilic Drosophila mulleri species complex, Opuntia-breeding is considered to be the ancestral state, and in a shift to columnar cactus breeding, fitness tends to decline (68) . This switch appears most likely to be accomplished in isolation when there is neither gene flow from Opuntiabreeding populations, nor competition from other species occupying the columnar habitat. The force behind this shift could have been an increase in temperature and aridity causing a major decrease in the density of Opuntias and a concomitant increase in columnars. This shift could happen under desert conditions, so that speciation appears to be associated with climatic stress which occurs during the resource shift from one host plant to another, thus providing a parallel with the R. pomonella situation. This is not the place to enter into discussions of modes of speciation (13, 15, 81) except to comment that environmental stress may have been rather underemphasized as a factor. In this connection, it is important to note that ecological systems appear to be the most diverse when subjected to a certain degree of stress (46) . Indeed the greatest number of species is usually seen at intermediate levels of disturbance (65). Clearly, the stress level cannot normally go much beyond the resistance limits of the most sensitive species, since species extinctions would follow. On the other hand, stress could lead to population bottlenecks of very few individuals. In some circumstances additive genetic variance is increased at this time through the disruption of interrelationships between quantitative characters, and this is a situation favorable for character change and perhaps speciation via founder events (14) .
Evolutionary Change
In the determination of evolutionary rates, a case can therefore be made for two important interacting continuums: (a) the availability of metabolic energy beyond maintenance needs, and (b) the intensity of stress. At species boundaries, metabolic energy requirements become restrictive, since energy availability is likely to be reduced to maintenance levels only. Yet these are the regions where a consequence of stress is likely to be high genetic variability which could, in principle, underlie rapid phenotypic shifts. Conversely, in the benign habitats of more central regions of the distribution of a species, there would be available metabolic energy permitting adaptive change; however, these are the habitats where the genetic variability of traits important in determining distribution and abundance may be low. On these arguments, evolutionary change and speciation may be most likely in populations from habitats between the extremes, where there is a certain degree of environmental stress associated with sufficient metabolic energy to accommodate some adaptive change. In parallel with these rather theoretical arguments (62a), it is fascinating that in observations on the evolution of Ordovician trilobites, rapid phyletic evolution appears sustainable under narrowly fluctuating, slowly changing physical environments, while stasis may prevail under widely fluctuating, rapidly changing, physical environments (75, 76) where stress levels are presumably maximized.
PHENOTYPIC PLASTICITY
Genetic considerations predominate in many discussions of evolutionary change. However, the analysis of environmental effects upon the phenotype and their evolutionary consequences is now attracting attention (30, 86) . Phenotypic plasticity can be defined as the amount by which the expression of individual characters of a genotype are changed by different environments (7), and it encompasses an enormous diversity of variability especially in plants grown in stressful environments. Animals tend to have less morphological plasticity than plants, but many physiological processes influencing stress resistance show a high degree of plasticity.
Ectotherms often undergo changes in metabolic rate in response to temperature, and this can be modified by acclimation. Following acclimation at warm temperatures, the respiration rate of individuals at intermediate temperatures is slowed, while the reverse occurs following acclimation at cold temperatures (9, 72) . In D. melanogaster, high temperature increases metabolic rate. However, the metabolic rate of females grown at 25?C and 30?C was lower than that of flies grown at 15'C when tested in the 20-30'C range (31). In this way organisms can maintain a similar metabolic rate over a range of temperatures, so minimizing the direct effects of extremes. Metabolic acclimation similar to that of D. melanogaster has been recorded in D. immigrans and D. hydei but not in D. willistoni (32, 33) .
These species differences appear relatable to habitat differences. Organisms living in variable environments should exhibit an increased ability to counter the effects of environmental change thereby minimizing variation in metabolic rate and other physiological processes. In this regard, D. willistoni, a largely tropical species, is more restricted in its distribution across diverse habitats than are the other three species, which occur mainly in temperate regions where temperature fluctuations are larger. These observations therefore suggest that the ability of organisms to undergo acclimation is under genetic control.
More generally, the differences in plasticity levels between species and populations can be interpreted in terms of the adjustment by natural selection of plasticity levels in response to the degrees of environmental variability experienced by a population. This suggests that plasticity levels may be influenced by selection for stress resistance. For example, increased stress resistance could reduce the plasticity level if the same mechanism controls the plastic response and genetic variation in stress resistance. While a number of plants from differing habitats fit this explanation (30) , direct evidence that stress resistance and acclimation responses are associated comes from the D. melanogaster lines selected for increased desiccation resistance (Table 1) . Following the observation that a nonlethal period of desiccation increases subsequent desiccation resistance in D. melanogaster, the data in Table 3 show that acclimation to desiccation was markedly effective in the control lines, but in the selected lines little change occurred (25) . The response in the unselected lines developed within 2 hr of exposure to low humidity and persisted for more than 28 hr after the prior stress period. Hence increased resistance to the stress of desiccation reduces the plastic response to a nonlethal period of desiccation stress. In addition, prior exposure to a heat shock causes a smaller increase in desiccation resistance (25) .
The potential importance of desiccation and high temperature resistance in the ecology of Drosophila populations suggests that acclimatory responses can influence the fitness of flies in the wild. In particular, a prior nonlethal period of desiccation/high temperature stress could have a marked effect on desiccation resistance, and such periods may be encountered by flies at certain times of the year. While there are no data on the desiccation stress experienced by flies in the wild, fecundity data indicate that stressful conditions are often experienced (5) .
Organisms that rarely experience stressful conditions seem to show poorer Table 3 Desiccation resistance of selected and unselected lines of Drosophila melanogaster with and without a prior acclimation period. Lines were selected for increased desiccation resistance as described in (28) . Flies were acclimated by placing them at 0% humidity for 9 hr before allowing them to recover for 9 hr (after 25).
Desiccation Resistance a Non-acclimated Acclimated acclimatory ability than those from more variable environments. Undoubtedly, maintaining a plastic phenotype is likely to entail a metabolic cost that leads to selection against genotypes with a high level of plasticity when variable environments do not occur (7, 23) . Hence, it is to be expected that the reduced metabolic rate associated with the acquisition of increased stress resistance (as found experimentally in D. melanogaster) will be associated with a lower level of acclimation (25) . This will be the expected situation as species borders are approached.
High phenotypic plasticity is likely under five conditions (30): (a) stress periods are frequent, (b) individuals experience substantial environmental variability, (c) the absolute magnitude of environmental change is not excessive, (d) environmental cues show reliability, (e) the metabolic cost of plasticity should not be excessive. At the end of the stress continuum at species boundaries, the absolute magnitude of environmental change would place a premium on selection to adapt to these changes with associated metabolic costs, and this would preclude the simultaneous development of a high level of plasticity. Plasticity is therefore likely to be maximized under conditions of some environmental stress when simultaneously there is sufficient available metabolic energy to permit plasticity to develop. High plasticity is therefore most likely to occur in habitats similar to those where the interaction between stress intensity and available metabolic energy appears permissive of appreciable evolutionary change.
PHENOTYPIC VS GENOTYPIC ASSESSMENTS
In spite of the emphasis upon metabolic rate for understanding evolutionary rates, there are few studies of its variation in natural populations. The gene-to-physiology approach (3) has been mainly used, for example, in elegant studies on the impact of phosphoglucose isomerase (PGI) variation on flight capacity, survivorship, and mating success in butterfly populations (85) . While this approach can reveal pathways from gene to phenotype, it cannot tell us the number of genes nor explore the interactions between genes with respect to a particular physiological trait, so it is largely restricted to single loci where much of the genetic variation is directly translatable into phenotypic variation. An example of the difficulty in this approach comes from alcohol dehydrogenase variation which only explains a small proportion of ethanol tolerance levels in D. melanogaster (43, 45) so that the approach is very limited in this situation.
Comparative physiology has usually focussed upon contrasts between populations, species, and higher taxa. The analysis of variation within populations, which requires the quantitative analysis of physiological traits, has been largely overlooked and is necessary for exploring relationships between energetics and fitness. Physiological traits based upon the organism as the unit of selection should form the basic data. In genetically well-known organisms, genetic activity can be localized to chromosomes and regions of chromosomes, especially if extreme strains from a population, or those derived by selection procedures, are used. These analyses should reveal involvements of genetic markers, such as electrophoretic loci, with physiological traits in a more direct manner than from using variation at electrophoretic loci as the primary assessment. This physiology-to-gene approach is theoretically fully informative and is based upon the methods and techniques of quantitative genetics as discussed elsewhere (27, 58) with reference to ecologically important traits.
This article concerns the study and interaction between two categories of quantitative traits-metabolic rate and stress resistance. Simultaneous intraspecific-level studies are needed on these traits throughout the distribution of a species. Isofemale strains (the progeny of a set of single inseminated females taken at random from the wild) provide an effective way of investigating variation within and between populations. This is because isofemale strains tend to maintain their own unique characteristics derived from the founder female for a number of laboratory generations (57), although meaningful heritability estimates require maintenence at population sizes exceeding 50 and testing within five generations of establishment (27) . The pattern of variation within and between isofemale strains suggests that loci of large effect contribute to most variation in morphological and some environmental stress traits (18, 41) . Therefore the analysis of quantitative traits to the gene level is feasible. Even without such sophisticated analyses, isofemale strains enable quick inferences to be made at the organismic level for any species that can be cultured in the laboratory, and derived from environments ranging from optimal to extreme, and for traits ranging from molecular and physiological to ecological and behavioral. Studies of pairs of traits based upon many isofemale strains may be informative concerning correlations, and hence on possible shared developmental and physiological processes as illustrated in Table 2 for a number of stress traits. Combinations of environmental stress traits, fitness traits, and metabolic rate could be studied in this way and would assist in the reduction of the interspecific level conclusions of the ecological physiologist to the intraspecific level. This reduction is a necessary step for an understanding of evolutionary rates at the phenotypic level in populations derived from the differing habitats within the distribution of a species. CONCLUSIONS 1. Evolutionary rates are discussed in terms of two interacting continuums: (a) the availability of metabolic energy, and (b) the intensity of environmental stress.
2. Species margins are often relatable to climatic extremes, where metabolic costs may be sufficient to preclude major range expansions even though variability may be high.
3. Various genetical explanations on restrictions to range expansions are secondary to phenotypic approaches.
4. Simultaneous quantitative genetic analyses are needed on metabolic rate and stress resistance, emphasizing relationships with fitness throughout the distribution of a species.
5. In agreement with observations and theory on species diversity, maximum evolutionary rates may occur in moderately stressed regions of the distribution of a species where variability would be higher than in benign regions, and the metabolic costs of stress are not unduly restrictive. Phenotypic plasticity is expected to be the highest under similar conditions. Observations in the geological record are consistent with those conclusions.
6. The level of physical stress, especially climatic, is therefore emerging as a tentative connecting environmental link between paleontology, physiology, ecology, and evolutionary genetics.
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